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INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN OF TOTAL REALIZED INCOME
Imputed Income.
Estimates of the aggregate realized income of the people of the
Continental United States are presented in Table VIII. One of the
important columns appearing in this table bears the title "Im-
puted Income." This colunm refers to the estimated value of the
services rendered to their owners by durable direct or consumers'
goods.Of the fact that durable consumable commodities render
services having great economic value, there can be no doubt.For
example, if each of two men working in the same office has ac-
cumulated $10,000, one man may purchase a house and the other
invest in bonds and use the interest received on these bonds to pay
the rent of his residence. Under these circumstances, both men have
used similar amounts of accumulated funds to obtain similar ser-
vices and, if the two houses are alike, there seems to be no logical
reason for assuming that one man receives more income from his
$10,000 than does the other. When we save money, we have the
option of investing it and using the money return to buy such ser-
vices of goods as we desire, or we can use the money to purchase the
goods and thus control all of their future services.The services
have equal value in either case.It seems oniy fair, then, to include
in the income of the people of the nation an item representing the
value of the services of the durable consumption goods which they
own.Unfortunately, the total value of the services of such goods
cannot be estimated with any degree of precision, since, for the
most part, no statistical data on the value of these services are
available. Under the circumstances, we have been forced to adopt
for many of these goods the somewhat doubtful expedient of basing
the estimated value of the services upon the market value of the
goods rendering the services.The procedure for such goods has
been to estimate the value in the hands of consumers, applying to
that market value a fixed rate of interest, namely 6 per cent.This
procedure has not, however, been applied to the services of residen-
tial property. We have estimated directly the rental value of urban
homes occupied by their owners. The results of these computations
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TABLE VIII
ESTIMATED REALIZED INCOMEa OF
THE PEOPLE OF THE CONTINENTAL
UNITED STATES





























































































































































































































a Fordefinition of this term, see text.
bIncludesalso miscellaneous payments to non-investors, and entrepreneurial and investment income
of employees.
Excludes income derived from entrepreneurial activities or investments.
*Preliminaryestimate.
appear in the third column of Table VIII.'It will be seen that this
item of imputed income increased from not quite two billions of
dollars in 1909 to 5billions in 1927, at both dates representing
approximately 6 per cent of the estimated total realized income of
all the people.
1For further details concerning the mode of estimating miscellaneoiis and imputed
income, see Income in the United .Slates, Vol. II, Chapter 19.The figure here used for
the rental value of homes is a net and not a gross estimate.INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN OF REALIZED INCOME75
Since, as just stated, the estimates of imputed income are un-
avoidably based upon very scanty data and hence inspire no great
degree of confidence, two totals of realized income are presented in
Table VIII, the one at the left representing the total including im-
puted income, and the one at the right excluding imputed income.
Items Omitted from the Realized Income Here Recorded.
It will be remembered that neither of the totals of realized
income here set forth includes any allowance for the income which
might be imputed to housewives and householders for services ren-
dered to their own families, nor do they include the value of services
by individuals rendered to themselves, nor the value of goods and
services received by employees in the guise of expense accounts, nor
money earned through odd-job employment. The first two classes
of items are so large in value that, were they included, the totals
presented in Table VIII might be magnified much or little, de-
pending upon the method of estimation used.All of these cate-
gories have been excluded because their computation is necessarily
a matter of guess work.It will also be remembered that the total
of realized income does not include any income arising from changes
in the value of property.
Entire Realized Income in Current Dollars.
The totals including imputed income, appearing at the left
hand side of Table VIII, indicate that the realized income of the
people of the United States. which, in 1909, was approximately
billions of dollars, had risen by 1928 to 893/2 billions, slightly
more than trebling.This increase, however, must not be taken
too seriously, for, to a considerable extent it represents nothing
more than a change in the value of the dollar.
Shares in the Realized Income.
It will be observed that the total realized income is made up of
two parts, first, the share of entrepreneurs and other property
owners, and second, the share of the employees. As indicated by
the sub-titles, the share of the employees consists of wages, salaries,
pensions, and compensation for injuries.As here defined, this
share represents income from employment and does not include in-
come which employees may receive as a result of entrepreneurial
activities or as a return on investments. Both of the latter types of
income are included as a part of the share of entrepreneurs and76 THE NATIONAL INCOME
other property owners.In short, the classification here adopted
classifies the income and not the recipients. The share of the en-
trepreneurs and other property owners includes the item of im-
puted income previously discussed, and also a much larger item,
entitled "Money and Commodity Income."Leading items com-
prised under the last-mentioned heading are dividends on stocks,
interest on mortgages and funded debt, rents derived from real
estate, royalties obtained from patents, copyrights, and the pro-
duction of minerals, and miscellaneous net income accruing from
ownership of property.The category "Money and Commodity
Income" also includes the estimated total amount of profits with-
drawn for personal use by entrepreneurs from the enterprises which
they direct. Most of the income recorded in this column is received
in the form of money or money equivalents, such as checks, but
some is made up of commodities. For example, merchants may take
from the stock in their stores goods for consumption at home.
Farmers commonly derive a considerable fraction of their living
from the wood, vegetables, fruits, honey, milk, butter, and meat
produced on their own farms.These farm-grown products have
been evaluated at the average prices prevailing on the farms of the
United States at the given dates.
On account of the fact that records of entrepreneurial profits
are difficult to obtain and even more difficult to apportion between
savings and money withdrawn from the business, the figures show-
ing the share of entrepreneurs and other property owners are subject
to a much greater possibility of error than are those recording the
total share of the employees, a share consisting of wages, salaries,
pensions, and compensation for injuries.
Reference to Table VIII shows that the combined wage, salary,
and pension bill of the nation is larger in every year than the share
of the entrepreneurs and other property owners. The differential,
which before 1917 was relatively small, has grown until, in 1927,
the employees were receiving in realized income almost 40 per cent
more than the entrepreneurs and other property owners. Roughly,
two-thirds of the share of the employees consists of wages, while
salaries account for something like one-third, pensions and com-
pensations for injuries together forming but a relatively small item.
Entire Realized Income in Terms of 1913Dollars.
The data contained in Table IX are of much greater significance
than are those found in Table VIII, for all values in Table IX haveINDUSTRIAL ORIGIN OF REALIZED INCOME77
TABLE IX
PURCHASING POWER, IN 1913 DOLLARS,a
OF ESTIMATED REALIZED INCOME° OF THE PEOPLE






























































































































































































































"1913 Dollars" is an abbreviation for the phrase "doUars having purchasing power equivalent to
that which they had in 1913."
bComputedfrom the corresponding items in Table VIII. by dividing by the.appropriate price indices
recorded in Table VII.
• For definition of this term, see text.
dIncludesalso miscellaneous payments to non-investors, and entrepreneurial and investment income
of employees.
• Excludes income derived from entrepreneurial activities or investments.
*Preliminaryestimate.
been reduced to terms of dollars having purchasing power equal to
that which they possessed in 1.913, and hence, fluctuations due to
changes in the purchasing. power of money have been eliminated.
Including imputed. income, the. entire realized income o• the people78 THE NATIONAL INCOME
of the United States rose from 31 billions of constant dollars in
1909, to nearly 53 billions of the same dollars in 1927, representing
an increase equal to more than two-thirds of the amount for the
first date mentioned. The score of years covered by Table IX may
well be divided into three parts.The first period, running from
1909 to 1916, was one of rapidly increasing income, broken only by
a slight decline in 1914, doubtless caused by the business depression
of that year. The second period, which includes the years 1918 to
1921, was characterized by a sharp decline in the total national in-
come, presumably due partially to the disturbance of industry in-
cident to its conversion from a war to a peace basis, and partially
to the disrupting effect of the great price collapse of 1920 and 1921.
The third period, which begins with 1922, and continues up to
1928, has witnessed a marked rise in the total income, the ascent
being at a rate even more rapid than that characterizing the period
1909 to 1917; in fact, between 1921 and 1927, the purchasing power
of the income of the people of the United States increased by ap-
proximately 44 per cent.It is probable that no other nation at any
time in history has ever enjoyed such a marked advance in income
in anything like the same space of time.In most of the older sec-
tions of the world, indeed, the attainment, even in a century, of
such a proportionate increase of income would be regarded as
remarkable.
Share of Enterprise and Property Measured in 1913Dollars.
The figures inthefifth column of Table IX show that, during
the two decades covered by the investigation, the dates and general
nature of the oscillations occurring in the entire realized income of
entrepreneurs and other property owners corresponded closely to
those in the entire realized income of all classes, but that the income
of the entrepreneurs and property owners was less stable than was
the income of all gainfully occupied persons. From what has just
been said, it follows that the total wage and salary income of em-
ployees has shown much less tendency to fluctuate than has the
total income of the propertied claAses. Two slight declines occurred
in 1914, in 1918, and in 1921, but, in no case did any decline cover
a period of years in succession, as was notably true of the income of
entrepreneurs and property owners during the period 19184921.
In the case of the employees, by contrast, the period 1917 to 1922
was merely one in which the income total remained nearly station-
ary, undergoing nothing more than minor fluctuations.INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN OF REALIZED INCOME79
Share of Employees Measured in 1913Dollars.
Salaries tend to be more stable than wages. The total purchas-
ing power of all salaries shows no declineany consequence, except
in the years 1919 and 1920, the falling off in these years being
primarily due to the disbanding of the Army, and the consequent
reduction in the number of salaried workers, all soldiers having
been included in the class of salaried employees.Total wages, on
the other hand, when measured in dollars of constant purchasing
power, register declines in 1914, 1917, 1918, 1919, and 1921, showing
that wages are more susceptible than salaries to the fluctuations
connected with the business cycles.The item, "Pensions, Com-
pensations, etc." shows a definite tendency to advance to higher
levels, being nearly three times as great in 1927 as in 1909.For
many industries, however, data concerning this item are missing,
hence the totals cannot be considered as complete.
Proportional Shares in Realized Income.
The figures in Table IX are, of course, affected materially by
the fact that this is a growing country with a rapidly increasing
population.The estimates presented in Table X, however, are
particularly interesting because they record the approximate relative
shares of the total realized income of the people obtained respec-
tively from various sources.
This table and Chart 6 make it clear that, while the percentage
of the total realized income represented by imputed income has
remained approximately constant, the fraction representing money
and commodity income going to entrepreneurs and other property
owners has fallen off markedly since 1917.Before that date, it
tended to remain steadily in the neighborhood of 411/2 per cent. In
1917, however, it advanced sharply to nearly 44 per cent, but it
then began an abrupt decline which continued until a figure of ap-
proximately 35 per cent was reached in 1920.Since that date, the
percentage has remained roughly on this level.
The wage share in the entire realized income of the nation re-
mained in the neighborhood of 353/b per cent between 1909 and 1916.
During the next three years it fell off noticeably, the decline being
accounted for in part by the entrance of a considerable proportion
of the wage earning male population of the country into the Army.
when, according to our scheme of classification, they were ranked
as salaried employees rather than wage earners and their earnings
were, of course, transferred to the salary category.In 1920, the80 THE NATIONAL INCOME
• TABLE X
ESTIMATEDPERCENTAGES OF THE
ENTIRE REALIZED INCOME OF THE PEOPLE
•OF THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES


































































































































































































a Thesepercentages are derived from the data in Table VIII.
bIncludesentrepreneurial and investment income of employees.
0Excludesentrepreneurial and investment income of employees.
proportion of the entire realized income going to wage workers
jumped to its highest point, almost reaching the 40 per cent mark,
but, in 1921 it broke sharply, and since that date has remained
roughly on a level, hovering between 36 and 3834 per cent.
The salary share has, in general, been upward throughout the
two decades. A fairly steady rise marked the period 1909 to 1914.
The percentage then dropped off noticeably until 1917, but roseFor data. see Tables VIII and X.
bPensions,compensations, etc.
CHART 6
ESTIMATED REALIZED INCOME OF
THE PEOPLE OF THE CONTINENTAL
UNITED STATES a82 THE NATIONAL INCOME
sharply in 1918 because of the inclusion of the soldiers among the
salaried employees. With the return of the men from the Army to
civil life, the percentage declined again.Advances in wage rates
during 1919 and 1920 kept the proportion falling during those two
years. The fact that salaried employees generally held their posi-
tions in 1921 and 1922, while wage workers were in many cases idle,
again lifted the percentages for salaried employees to a higher level
during that biennium, but the return of business activity in 1923
caused the share of the salaried employees to decline somewhat.
Since that date, however, their share in the realized income of the
nation has been steadily on the up-grade. The net result of these
changes, is that, in 1928, the salaried employees of the country re-
ceived in the form of salaries approximately 20 per cent of the total
realized income, as compared with only 1434 per cent thus received
in 1909.
To a considerable extent, this increase in the fraction of the
entire national income which salaried employees are able to draw,
is accounted for by the fact already noted, that salaried employees
have, during recent years, constituted a steadily growing. percentage
of the entire gainfully occupied population. As entrepreneurs have
ceased functioning as directors of business enterprises and have
instead became salaried employees, there has of course been a ten-
dency for the income previously going to the entrepreneurial class
to be transferred to the salaried group.
The growth in the percentages of the entire realized income
represented by pensions, compensations for injuries, etc. is to some
extent the result of the growing tendency of corporations to make
provision for the misfortunes of employees. A considerable pro-
portion of the increase, however, is accounted for by the fact that,.
since the World War, the United States Government and some of
the States have been paying out very considerable amounts to
those who suffered injury because of their service in the army.
Table X shows us the extent to which salaried employees par-
ticipate in the entire realized income of the nation.It must be re-
membered, however, that salaried employees are far from consti-
tuting a homogeneous group, for, under this title, are comprised
grades of workers running in rank all the way from the President
of the United States to the most poorly paid typists and filing clerks.
The question naturally arises, therefore, as to whether the 10 billions
of dollars disbursed in the form of salaries by various employers
goes, in the main, to a small number of highly paid executives, or,,,.- —---—-—--.-T.--—-—----—'-—. -. - -r
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whether it consists primarily of payments to clerical workers. Un-
fortunately, data are too scanty to enable us to answer this question
for the nation as a whole with any degree of confidence.Aslit
happens, however, scattered figures are obtainable from the reports
of the Bureau of the Census and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, which enable us to divide the total income of six industries
in certain years into the following four divisions, namely:
1.The share of the entrepreneurs and other property owners.
2.Salaries of officials and managers.
3.Clerical salaries.
4.Wages.
These figures, when converted to percentages of the entire realized
income of the given industries in the given years, appear in Table
XI.Thistable shows us that the apportionment of the realized
income differs widely in different industries.For example, in the
field of manufacturing, entrepreneurs and property owners have
received no more than 14 to 20 per cent of the realized income de-
rived from the industry, whereas, in the private electric light and
power industry, the same group have obtained between 53 and 58
per cent.Before 1914, the entrepreneurial and property owning
interests were accustomed to obtaining about one-third of the entire
realized income arising from railroading, but the percentage declined
in 1919 to about per cent and continued on that level until
1923.Since the last mentioned date, their percentage has, how-
ever, been increasing.The percentage going to the owners in the
telephone and street railway fields also fell off sharply between 1912
and 1922.There, as in the case of railroads, the decline was pre-
sumably due, in the main, to the increase in operating expenses,
resulting from currency inflation, while at the same time selling
rates for services were fixed by law or by public regulation and hence
the owners of the industry could not adjust the rates upward in a
degree sufficient to offset the effect of the diminished value of the
dollar.
The various industrial fields show wide differences in the re-
spective proportions of their totals of realized income which they
find it necessary to disburse to executives in the form of salaries.
Both railways and street railways are apparently able to operate
successfully by paying to officials and managers less than 3 per cent
of their entire realized income. Electric light and power companies
in 1907 paid as much as 834 per cent, but this percentage has been84 THE NATIONAL INCOME
TABLE XI
ESTIMATED APPORTIONMENT OF THE ENTIRE
REALIZED INCOME RECEIVED BY INDIVIDUALS FROM
CERTAIN INDUSTRIES DOMINATED BY CORPORATIONSa
PER CENT OF ENTIRE REALIZED INCOME
PROFITS, RENTS, DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST ON
SALARIES OF OFFICIALS AND MANACERS
FUNDED DEBT
Private Private z . Elec- Street Electric . Street uFac-Mm-Rail- . Tele-Fac-Mm-Rail- theTele-
b Rail-Light . Rail- toriesing'roadsd phonesetoriesing°roadsd Light phones°
ways°and ways•and Powere Power'
1907 44.9057.8633.48 2.71 8.51
190920.0728.5535.38 7.973.832.12
1912 32.2445.2455.8531.15 2.14 3.02 7.33 6.34
191420.46 32.39 8.15 2.39









aTotalof four shares may equal slightly less than 100% owing to the fact that pensions,compensa-
tions for injuries, etc. are not included.
bBasedupon Census of Manufactures and reports of a large number of corporations.
°Basedupon Census of Mines and Quarries and reports of a large number of corporations.
d Based upon Statistics oy Railways published by the Interstate Commerce Commission.Includes switch-
ing and terminaL com.panies.
• Based upon Census of Electrical Industries.
Data not available.
falling off until, in 1922, salaried executives and managers received
but 5.6 per cent of the total realized income arising from that in-
dustry.In mining, on the other hand, between the census year of
1909 and the next census year of 1919, there was a marked increase
in the proportion going to managerial employees. Presumably this
represents the transfer of many mines from ownership by individual
entrepreneurs to control by large corporations which were, of course,
compelled to employ salaried managers to look after their property.
When it comes to clerk hire, the same wide discrepancies be-
tween different industries are noticeable.Railroads, which pay
such a small proportion of their total income to officials and man-INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN OF REALIZED INCOME85
TABLE XI—Continued
ESTIMATED APPORTIONMENT OF THE ENTIRE
REALIZED INCOME RECEIVED BY INDIVIDUALS FROM
CERTAIN INDUSTRIES DOMINATED BY CORPORATIONSa
Pai' CENT OF ENTIRE REALIZED INCOME
CLERICALSALARIES WAGES
Private Private
Elec- Elec- Street . . . Street Fac-Mm-Rail-R tricTele-Fac-Mm-Rail-R tricTele.
ingoroadsd ai Light toriesbing°roadsd ai Light ways°and ways°and
Powere Powere
1907 2.00 5.67 50.3927.9748.45
19099.002.30 12.29 62.30 65.33 49.13
1912 12.294.10 10.6313.43 52.1147.6426.1948.01
191410.57 14.21 59.75 49.72
1917 12.524.60 10.8012.45 56.4351.3125.5351.18
19199.002.42 14.60 65,67 67.46 63.98
1921 17.81 62.68 59.77
1922 18.626.06 14.0914.49 57.6561.6527.3355.77
1923 17.18 66.26 60.20
1925 17.50 64.57 57.07
agers,make up for this saving by paying a larger proportion of
their total income to clerks than do any of the other industries on
the list.Furthermore, the percentage tends to increase rather than
to diminish with the passage of time.This increase is accounted
for, not so much by an increasing clerical salary bill as by the decline
in the entrepreneurial income, a decline due to the shrinkage in
profits brought about by the diminution in the value of the dollar.
The reason just mentioned probably accounts, to a large extent
also, for the fact that, between the years 1917 and 1922, the respective
percentages of their total income paid out as clerical salaries showed
• an increase also in the case of street railways, private electric light
and power plants, and telephone companies.Apparently, mining
operations in general call for but little clerical work, for the clerks
engaged in this field receive less than percent of the total in-
come, as contrasted with the 17 or 18 per cent of the railroad income
which is paid to railroad clerks.
In manufacturing, the figures presented by the Bureau of the
Census indicate that officials and managers secured about half of86 THE NATIONAL INCOME
the total amount disbursed in salary payments.In mining, they
secured the lion's share, leaving about one-third of the total salary
roll for clerical work. Railway clerks, on the other hand, received
in salaries about six times as much as did railway managers and
officials.In 1907, street railway clerks received in toto even less
than the officials and managers, but, by 1922, their salaries totalled
almost twice as much as the salaries of the men higher in. rank. A
corresponding change, though even more marked in degree, has
occurred in the case of private electric light and power companies.
In 1912, the clerical workers in telephone companies received in
total salaries about double the aggregate salaries paid to officials
and managers. By 1922, the ratio was approaching three to one.
The figures just quoted indicate that the division of the total salary
bill between managerial employees and the clerical force is dependent
upon the nature of the industry and changes with the passage of
time. Hence, it is difficult to make any broad generalizations con-
cerrdng the normal relationship existing between these two quanti-
ties.
Percentage of Realized Income Going to Wages.
The differences in the different industries as regards the per-
centages of the total realized income going to wages are not as
marked as they are in the case of the percentages going to salaries.
The general tendency in manufacturing appears to be to pay nearly
two-thirds of the realized income to the wage earners, while the
corresponding percentage inmining isa trifle higher.Before 1917,
therailway wage workers secured something like half of the realized
income of that industry, but, since that date, their share has tended
to be nearly three-fifths. A similar increase has taken place in the
case of street railways, the proportions there being roughly the
same as in the case of the steam railways. Private electric light and
power companies, on the other hand, are able to operate while
paying only 25 to 28 per cent of their income to their wage workers.
Telephone companies, like street railways, however, resemble the
steam railroads in the proportions of total realized income paid out
to wage workers.
Per Capita Realized Income in Current Dollars.
Table XII, shows the results obtained when the estimated
realized income received by various classes has been divided by the
number of recipients of the specified type of income, thus treduëiigINDUSTRIAL ORIGIN OF REALIZED INCOME87
TABLE XII
ESTIMATED PER CAPITA RECEIPTS














































































































































































































a Theseaverages would be materially higher in bad years were they based upon the numbers actually
employed rather than upon the numbers attached to industries.
bForentire population of the Continental United States.
*Preliminaryestimate.
all figures to a per, capita basis.In the second column of Table
XII is recorded the average income going in each year to each in-
habitant of the United States. While this figure, being an average,
cannot of course show anything about the apportionment of income
among different sections of the population, the changes from year
to year do, nevertheless, have some significance. Per capita realized
income, for example, when measured in the dollars current at the
various dates, more than doubled between 1909 and 1923, and has
since been steadily increasing until, in 1928, the average per capita88 THE NATIONAL INCOME
income for all inhabitants of the United States amounted to $749.
For the typical family of five this would make an income of $3,745.
If, then, all of the income of the United States were equally divided
among the inhabitants, and if this process of equal division did not
reduce the productivity of the nation, (an assumption probably
contrary to fact) it is clear that there would be income enough for
all the families of the country to live comfortably, but that, ac-
cording to American standards, none would be affluent.As a
matter of fact, of course, the total realized income is far from being
equally divided, some families receiving extremely large amounts
and others being in poverty.
Per Capita Realized Income of Gainfully Occupied.
The division of the total income of the country among persons
classed as gainfully occupied, is shown in the third column of Table
XII. In 1928, the average person working for a money return still
received materially less than $2,000 per annum.It is interesting
to observe the close correspondence shown by Chart 7a between the
average income per person gainfully occupied and the average
salary per salaried worker.Apparently, the latter quantity nor-
mally lies about 10 per cent above the former, although the income
per person gainfully oócupied goes above the average salary level
during the years 1917 to 1920, inclusive.
Average Wages and Average Salaries.
The figures in the 4th and 5th columns differ from those in the
two preceding columns, in that they do not deal with an apportion-
ment of the entire realized income of the people of the nation, but
represent, respectively, merely the division of the total salary bill
and the total wage bill of the nation by the number of persons
normally occupied as salaried employees or wage workers as the
case may be.These columns indicate that, when measured in
terms of gold dollars, the average salary doubled between 1909 and
1925 and is still steadily on the up-grade, while the average wages
doubled between 1909 and 1923 and have likewise been climbing
higher in more recent years.
Per Capita Income in 1913Dollars.
Owing to the fact that the value of money changed so radically
during the period 1914 to 1921, the year to year comparisons shown
in the first five columns of Table XII have comparatively little'For data. see Table XII.
CHART 7a90 THE NATIONAL INCOME
significance. One of the principal uses of the figures in those columns
is to serve as a basis for deriving the results presented in the last
four columns of the same table. In these latter columns, all amounts
have been reduced to quantities indicating the relative amounts of
consumers' goods which could have been purchased at the different
dates by the average recipient of the given type of income. These
figures indicate that per capita realized income, when measured in
terms of constant purchasing power, had a marked upward trend
between 1909 and 1916, declined between 1917 and 1921 until it
was slightly lower than in 1909, and then began a sharp upward
movement which continued steadily until 1928.It will be under-
stood, of course, that, since the figures for 1926 and 1927 are merely
preliminary estimates, the final computations may modify to some
extent the course of the curve in the last two years recorded, though
the probabilities are that the trend will not be materially altered.
The course of this curve shows that the idea that the average in-
habitant of the United States profited financially from the war is
wholly fallacious, for not until 1922 did we begin to recover from
the effects of those readjustments of industry made necessary by
the war, and from the effects of currency inflation resulting from
war finance here and abroad.
The growth in per capita income since 1921 must, however, be
regarded as a remarkable phenomenon. The indications are that,
in terms of immediate ability to buy goods for consumption pur-
poses, the average American was approximately one-third better
off in 1927 than he was in 1921.Under these circumstances, it is
not surprising that a tremendous market has developed for furs,
automobiles, radios, and other luxuries which were previously be-
yond the reach of the masses of the population.
The curve in Chart 7b, recording the changes in the average
income per person gainfully occupied, shows approximately the
same fluctuations as does the curve representing per capita income.
This is true because, throughout the twenty years under considera-
tion, the percentage of the total population classed as gainfully
occupied has remained approximately constant.
Average Wages and Average Salaries in 1913Dollars.
Chart 7b brings out forcefully the fact that the salaried employees
of the United States suffered very materially from the effects of the
inflation connected with the World War. The purchasing power of
average salaries began to decline in 1915, and to fail-
7b
ESTIMATED PER CAPITA RECEIPTS
FOR VARIOUS CLASSES OF INDIVIDUALSa
(1913 DOLLARS)
For data, see Table XII.92 THE NATIONAL INCOME
rapidly until 1918. The lowest point was reached in 1919.Since
then, the ability of salaried employees to buy consumable com-
modities has risen rapidly, but it was not until 1923 that the average
salaried employee in the United States was financially better off
than he was in 1914.In 1927, however, his pay would buy ap-
proximately one-seventh more than it would in 1914 and more than
half again as much as it would in 1919. The average annual earnings
of the wage workers of the United States, when measured in terms
of ability to buy consumers' goods, show fluctuations much less
marked than do those of the salaried employees.The common
assumption, therefore, that the position of the salaried man is rela-
tively secure while that of the wage worker is fraught with risk,
needs considerable emendation before it can be accepted.The
truth apparently is that the salaried employee is much less affected
by the ups and downs of the business cycle than is the wage worker.
The average wage worker, for example, suffered a considerable cut
in purchasing power in 1914 and in 1921, while for the average
salaried employees of the nation there was no tendency in either of
these years toward a decline in earnings.On the other hand,
salaried employees are much more exposed to the evil effects of
inflation. So far as can be seen by observing the graph in Chart 7b,
the earnings of the average wage worker were not adversely affected
by the currency inflation of 1915 to 1920—the trend of the purchas-
ing power of average wages being approximately horizontal, with
perhaps a slight upward tendency during the entire period extending
from 1909 to 1921.Salaries, however, being fixed largely by custom
in terms of the money legal tender at the time, are depressed by
every wave of inflation, and are later adjusted upward slowly during
a period covering several years. On the other hand, it is of course
true that salaried workers gain during periods of deflation, for their
salaries are not immediately reduced when commodity prices fall.
Since 1923, the purchasing power of the average salary has risen
materially more than has the purchasing power of the average wage,
the increase between 1923 and 1927 being about per cent in
the case of the average salaried employee as against 4 per cent in
the case of the average wage worker.
Comparison of Salary andWageLevels.
Table XIII presents some scattered data extracted from various
reports of the Federal Government, comparing in various years
average wages and average salaries as measured in terms of goldINDUSTRIAL ORIGIN OF REALIZED INCOME93
TABLE XIII
COMPARATIVE FULL-TIMES ANNUAL PAY OF
DIFFERENT CLASSES OF EMPLOYEES IN









gerial cal gerial cal gerial cal
1909$2,060$864$ 518$1,649$ 829$ 552$2,637$ 776$ 674
1914 2,346 1,003 580 2,717 841 688
1919 3,513 1,392 1,158 2,685 1,260 1,321 3,483 1,494 1,453
1921 1,180 4,290 1,777 1,591
1923 1,254 4,321 1,776 1,536
1925 1,280 4,427 1,824 1,541








gerial cal gerial cal gerial cal
1907$2,058$677$658 $1,282$677$ 691 $ 427
1912 2,305 815 674 1,590 742 695 $1,411$ 709 438
1917 2,723 935 872 1,980 1,837 838 1,574 878 616
19223,600 1,534 1,436 2,898 1,363 1,320 2,565 1,426 1,064
The averages here given represent the pay of those who remained on the payroll continuously and
were subject to average conditions of overtime or short time.
b Based upon Censusof Manufactures.
°Basedupon Census of Mines and Quarries.
d Based upon StaSistics of Railways, published by the CommerceCommission.Includes switch-
ing and terminal companies.
Based upon Censusof Industries.
Data not available.
s Wages low in telephone industry because women constitute unusually large proportion of
workers.
dollars. The figures in this table do not, like those which we have
just been studying, represent the total wage bill in industry divided
among allpersons attached to the industry.They represent,
instead, the total wage bill or salary bill.dividedby the av-
erage number of wage earners or salaried employees, as the case
may be, on the payroll in the field specified.They picture, then,94 THE NATIONAL INCOME:
TABLE XIV
ENTIREREALIZED INCOMES DRAWN BY INDIVIDUALS
FROM THE VARIOUS INDUSTRIES









































































































































































































































For definition of "entire realized income" see text. The totals in this table are the sums of the amounts
received by entrepreneurs, other property owners, and employees as recorded in Tables XVII and XIX.
* Preliminaryestimate.
the comparative earnings at different dates of those employees who
were not laid off at any time but who were on the payroll through-
out the year, and who performed the average amount of overtime
work and suffered the average loss 'of pay due to short time work
during the periods in which they remained on the payroll.
industry, the managerialforce receive on the average, twice
much per annum as do the clerical workers, but the differential in
favor of clerical workers over wage workers is not great.In the
employee. in the manufacturing
This table shows us that the pay of the average managerial
industry
the wages of the average clerk, while the average clerk in turn is
much better paid than the average wage worker.In the mining
equals about timesINDUSTRIALORIGINOF REALIZEDINCOME 95
b Includesswitching and terminal companies.
railroad industry, the managerial force formerly drew almost 4
times as much per capita as did the clerical force, but, by 1927,
they were getting only about 234 times as much. In this field, the
clerical workers are, on the average, but slightly better paid than
the wage workers.Managerial salaries in the street railway field
average from 234 to 3 times as much as clerical salaries, the latter
being but slightly above the average wage rate.The managerial
force, in the private electric light and power industry receive, on
the average, about double the pay of the clerical workers, while
the clerical and wage workers are paid
rates per annum.
approximately the same
In the telephone industry, the ratio between
the pay of the average managerial employee and the pay of the
TABLE XIV—Continued
ENTIRE REALIZED INCOMEa DRAWN BY INDIVIDUALS
FROM THE VARIOUS INDUSTRIES



















































































































































































































12296 THE NATIONAL INCOME
clerk is about the same as in the electric light and power field, but
the clerks are much better paid than are the wage workers. The
low rate for the latter class in this field is largely due to the fact
that a large proportion of the wage earners are of the female sex,
telephone operators being included in the wage working class.
Total Realized Income in Current Dollars Derived from Each In-
dustry.'
Table XIV compares the importance of the industrial sources
from which the inhabitants of the United States have drawn their
respective incomes in each of the years from 1909 to 1925, inclusive.
The data for the various industries differ materially in dependabil-
ity.In general, it may be said that the estimates for agriculture,
manufacturing, mines, quarries and oil wells, government, and all of
the fields of transportation except transportation by water, are
fairly well authenticated throughout.It will be remembered that
the quantities representing entire realized income are composed of
two parts, the share of entrepreneurs and other property owners,
and the share of the employees. Estimates of the share of the em-
ployees are reasonably accurate for unclassified industries, and are
perhaps not widely in error in the construction industry, the mer-
cantile industry, and transportation by water, although in the last-
mentioned case the accuracy of the estimate must remain consid-
erably in doubt. The share of the entrepreneurs and other property
owners is well established for the banking but figures on
the share of employees in that field are very meager. The estimates
of the share of the entrepreneurs and other property owners in
construction, the mercantile industry, transportation by water,
and the unclassified industries, are based upon data which are ex-
tremely fragmentary, and this fact makes the totals for these fields
subject to wide margins of error.The preliminary estimates in
agriculture, the mercantile industry, and unclassified industries for
1926, 1927, and 1928 are based upon sample data only and must,
therefore, be viewed with considerable suspicion.The same lack
of dependability characterizes all of the estimates of miscellaneous
income.
Chart 8 shows that no less than seven industrial fields con-
tribute important fractions to the realized income of the nation.
In 1909, as far as production of income was concerned, the un-
classified industries ranked first, manufacturing second, and agri-
culture third, all being roughly of the same magnitude.In 1925
'Includes imputed income which is not a product of industry.For seeTableXIV.
lianking.
eliAftT
ENTIRE REALIZED INCOME DRAWN BY







Calculated from figures presented in Table XIV.
unclassified industries and manufacturing competed for first place,
but the mercantile industry had come up from fourth place to third,
outrariking agriculture to a marked degree.By this date, the value
of the products of agriculture had declined until they equalled but
little more than half the value of the manufacturing net output.
Relative Ranking of Industries as Producers of Realized Income.
The relative importance' of the various industries is shown
much more clearly by Table XV than by Table XIV, for, in Table
XV, the income derived from the various fields has
to percentages of the entire realized income of the
relative importance of agriculture declined slightly between
and 1914, increased vigorously during the war period, declined






























































































































































































































1909INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN OF REALIZED INCOME99
TABLE XV—Continued
PER CENT OF ENTIRE REALIZED INCOMEa
DRAWN BY INDIVIDUALS
FROM THE VARIOUS INDUSTRIES
All Trans- Private Follow- 04 a
ing Rail-Pull-Ex- Tele-.Tele-
Fields ofroadsmanpress way; andphones graphs ltr Water Power
19098.68 5.81 .07 .21 .71 1.04 .31 .42 .10
19108.89 5.96 .07 .22 .74 1.05 .31 .44 .10
1911 9.12 6.08 .07 .19 .72 1.10 .37 .48 .12
1912 8.98 5.97 .07 .18 .71 1.08 .37 .49 .12
1913 8.99 5.95 .07 .17 .70 1.09 .39 .51 .11
19148.94 5.78 .07 .16 .71 1.15 .43 .53 .11
19138.74 5.60 .06 .16 .74 1.12 .45 .50 .11
19168.26 5.20 .06 .17 .78 1.01 .42 .50 .12
1917 7.92 5.00 .05 .15 .83 .89 .40 .47 .12
19188.54 5.72 .05 .16 .83 .81 .38 .44 .13
19198.79 5.61 .06 18 1.08 .84 .40 .49 .13
19209.75 6.23 .06 23 1.21 .88 .44 .53 .15
1921 9.61 5.71 .06 23 1.17 1.02 .38 .68 .16
1922 8.89 5.35 .06 19 .84 .96 .63 .71 .16
1923 8.75 5.33 .05 17 .76 .91 .68 .70 .15
19248.47 4.97 .05 .16 '.78 87 .74 .74 .15
19258.22 4.78 .05 .15 .72 82 .83 .73 .15
1926 4.73 .05 .14
1927 .14
1928 .13
maintainitself approximately on the level reached in 1921, now
producing somewhat less than 10 per cent of the income of the nation
in contrast to per cent produced in 1918.This decline in the
proportion of the national income going to agriculture has, of course,
been responsible for the shift of workers from agriculture to other
industries, a fact previously noted in this volume. The percentage
of the national income derived from manufacturing remained about
constant between 1909 and 1915, the share of this industry consti-
tuting throughout these years about one-fifth of the total for all
industries.. The relative share of manufacturing rose after 1915
until, in 1920, it constituted over one-fourth of the national in-
come, but fell back rapidly in 1921 and since that date has remained
approximately constant at a level representing slightly more than100 THE NATIONAL INCOME
TABLE XVI
PURCHASING POWER, IN 1913 DOLLARS,8
OF THE ENTIRE REALIZED INCOME°
DRAWN BY INDIVIDUALS
FROM THE VARIOUS INDUSTRIES








































































































































































































































• "1913 Dollars" is an abbreviation for the phrase "dollars having purchasing power equivalent to
that which they had in 1913."
bComputedfrom the corresponding items in Table XIV by dividing the various sub-items for each
industry by the appropriate price indices recorded in Table VII.
eFordefinition of this term, see text.
*Preliminaryestimate.
one-fifth of the total.Mines, quarries and oil wells have accounted
throughout the period for between 234 and per cent of the
national income, the importance of this industry being greatest
during the war years.Although the construction industry has
recently been regarded as unusually active, our estimates indicate
that a smaller proportion of the national income has been derived
therefrom than was the case in the period 1909 to 1912.For this
industry, the period 1917 to 1921 was one of both absolute and
relative depression.The product of banking, which constituted
about 134 per cent of the national income in the pre-war period,INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN OF REALIZED INCOME101
TABLE xvr—contuiued
PURCHASING POWER, IN 1913 DOLLARS,a
OF THE ENTIRE REALIZED INCOME°
DRAWN BY INDIVIDUALS



















































































































19193,273 2,082 21 63 398 319 159 179 50



























































d Includesswitching and terminal companies.
declined to less than 1 per cent during war time, but has since risen
until it amounts to over one and one-third per cent of the total.
The mercantile industry yielded approximately one-eighth of the
national income between 1909 and 1922.Since then, its share has
tended to approximate one-seventh of the total. The share of gov-
ernment accounted for between 5 and 6 per cent of all realized in-
come during the. period 1909 to 1917, jumped abruptly to 10 per
cent in 1918, declined abruptly in 1920 to 7 per cent, and has since
remained somewhat above that figure, showing, during the period
since 1922, a slight tendency to decline.The reader should re-
member that the term "government," as here used, includes not102 THE NATIONAL INCOME
only the activities of the national government, but also those of
the state, local, and municipal governments, including school dis-
tricts.The income from government, as here computed, consists
of wages and salaries paid to employees of the various branches of
government, pensions and compensation for injuries, paid to present
and past employees, and interest on the public debt paid to in-
dividuals.
Individuals tended to derive something less than one-fifth of
their total income from unclassified fields during the period 1909 to
1916.With the coming on of the war, this percentage declined
rapidly until, in 1919, unclassified industries produced but one-
ninth of the total income of the nation.After 1920, however, the
percentage again rose rapidly, and, by 1925, it had reached its old
level, and unclassified industries again accounted for one-fifth of
the national income. Miscellaneous income, which is composed, in
the main, of the estimated rent paid for leased homes not on farms
and of the imputed value of the services of durable consumers'
goods including the rental value of urban homes occupied by the
owners has, in general, constituted from one-eleventh to one-tenth
of the income of the nation.Those fields of transportation for
which adequate records are available, namely those dominated by
corporations, account for a slightly smaller percentage of the total
income, their combined share running around one-eleventh of the
aggregate.In this field, railways are dominant, about 60 per cent
of the transportation income originating in this one industry.Al-
though the most rapid growth within the transportation field has
been shown by the private electric light and power industry, it
still does not rank as a major industry, for, even in 1925, (the last
year for which estimates are made) it did not account for 1 per cent
of the nation's total income.
The Entire Realized Income Measured in 1913Dollars.
While Tables XIV and XV both help in making clear the relative
standings of the various industries at each date, neither of these
tables reveals the facts concerning the absolute growth of each in-
dustry as measured by its ability to produce income for the indi-
viduals depending upon it as a chief source of livelihood.These
facts are shown in Table XVI and Charts 9, lOa, and lOb. The last
two charts reveal striking differences in the stability of income de-
rived from the various industries.Railroads, public utilities, and




PURCHASING POWER, IN 1913 DOLLARS,
OF THE ENTIRE REALIZED INCOME
DRAWN BY INDIVIDUALS FROM THE
VARIOUS INDUSTRIESa- — —-r--
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producers.Manufacturing, agriculture, government, mining, and
transportation by water, all participated during the general period
1916-1920 in a great expansion of income as measured in 1913
dollars, but this expansion was offset by a great shrinkage in both
the construction and unclassified fields, and a considerable depres-
sion in banking and street railways.
Every industrial field except the express business yielded to
individuals more "deflated" income in 1925 than in 1909, though
the gains were small in the Pullman industry. The manufacturing,
unclassified, mercantile, telephone, private electric light and power,
mining, and governmental industries all experienced marked growth
in income producing ability.
The fact should be made clear in this connection that a large
yield of income does not necessarily involve an increase, and is not
a necessary outcome of large physical productivity. For example,
the great rise and decline in income from agriculture, occurring
between 1915 and 1921, was not accompanied by any great variation
in the physical productivity of agricultural operations.It was
caused, instead, by the fact that, during that time, farm produce
was greatly in demand, commanded an unusual price, and hence
produced a large income for the person engaged in that line of work.
Similarly, the depression in the street railway income which oc-
curred between 1916 and 1920 did not signify that the street rail-
ways were carrying fewer passengers, but merely that rate regulation
kept fares down while expenses• PURCHASING POWER, IN 1913 DOLLARS,
OF THE ENTIRE REALIZED INCOME
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